In the early beginning
and then, after ten years
I discovered the amazing feeling that will come when you help someone.
I became a member of unit
The next years had the expected course
But I had a lot of time to think
How can I help people before they need me?
The better the prevention is, the less work we have
so I started to teach small kids
I discovered another incredible feeling that will come when you use something you know well to help others.
What else I know?
Python!
Pyvo meetups
PyLadies courses
GOOD FEELING
GOOD FEELING EVERYWHERE
Why should you do it too?

- You’ll learn a lot and you’ll deeply understand things you already know
- You’ll meet a lot of new people with same interests
- You can help to improve or save somebody’s life
- You’ll feel great. Trust me!
- It is healthy addictive
Looking for opportunities?

django girls

Python

Pyladies
That's all Folks!